A NEW STORY TO TELL.

Carbitex’s next generation carbon fiber technologies eliminate compromise and enable the design of industry leading products - it’s why the world’s most discerning brands choose Carbitex.
Carbitex CX6, AFX, and DFX are flexible carbon fiber technology platforms engineered to create an entirely new product experience.

It’s not just about better performance by the numbers, for us, that’s a given. We take things more seriously, we add functionality and we do it while keeping in mind that the user needs to feel and experience the magic. This means our patented carbon fiber technologies are not only lab tested and consumer tested, but validated by athletes too. Our goal is to create technology that people never knew they needed until they experience it, but once they have - they’ll never go back.

The result?

A new standard - Proven by numbers, and felt by athletes. It’s why the world’s most discerning brands choose Carbitex.